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System 9000 Storage Bin 250x148x130 

Item: 

9074005   

The System 9000 is a modular flexible system: our storage bin range includes open 

front crates that can either stand on a shelf or be put in carousel systems. Storage 

and easy access to all kinds of parts, tools and accessories. Ideal for assembly lines, 

aftersales, and maintenance services. All kinds of accessories are available such as 

width and lengthwise dividers, labels, etc. 

Specifications 
 

External (LxWxH): 250 mm x 148 mm x 130 mm 

Weight: 0.26 kg Volume: 4 L 

Max. Individual Load capacity: 10 kg 
Max.Static load on bottom container in a  

stack: 50 kg 
Base type: solid 

Wall type: solid , solid 

Handles long side: No 

Handles short side: Yes 

Suitable for automatic handling: No 

RFID option: Yes 

Material: PP 

Temperature range: -10 °C to 40 °C 

Fire retardant: No 

Standard Colour: 661 Blue RAL 5003 246 Red close to RAL  
3020 316 Yellow RAL 1034 

Packaging 
 

Units/Pallet (pc): 512 

Pallet size: 1216 mm x 816 

mm 

Pallet Height: 2172 mm 

The information on this datasheet has been compiled with the greatest possible care. Nevertheless, the information provided may contain inaccuracies.  
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Before you rely on the information provided, it must be confirmed in another way. Schoeller Allibert is not liable for any damage that occurs directly or indirectly as a result of relying on incorrect information in this datasheet. Datasheet Stackable | 26-10-2022 

Feature and Benefits 
 

- Storage trays - Our spacious storage trays can be hung, stacked or shelved providing the maximum strength and stability 

- Mountable - The bins can be attached to louvred panels and rails 

- Open front - The large open front makes it easy to pick content while bins are stacked 

- Label options - Easy identification 

- Versatile range - Available in different sizes and heights 

- Optimized visibility - Available in translucent material 

- For applications requiring transportation / storing of electronic goods. - Available in ESD version 
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